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The tethered Coulomb structure is a novel approach to generating a large deployable and recon-
figurable, near-rigid space structure. This concept uses electrostatic forces to repel a three-dimensional
formation of spacecraft nodes interconnected through fine, low-mass tethers. The tethered Coulomb
structure rotational stiffness characteristics are quantified through numerical analysis of the tethered
Coulomb structure node attitudes. With a two-node configuration the rejection of angular rotation dis-
turbances up to 50 deg/min are computed. The maximum absolute angular deflection is reduced as
much as 75% by using a triple-tether over a single-tether. Further, the triple-tether setup can provide
full three-dimensional stiffness even for a two-node system. Variations in tethered Coulomb structure
nodal parameters show that low inertia nodes with wide tether attachments significantly increase the
rotational stiffness. With applications targeted for geosynchronous Earth orbit, results show that the
differential gravity gradient forces have minimal affect on relative nodal attitudes. In addition, repre-
sentative geosynchronous Earth orbit plasma conditions are modeled to demonstrate that plasma partial
shielding has minimal effect on structure inflation under Coulomb forces. Charging a tethered Coulomb
structure to negative potentials is advantageous in that only Watt levels of power are required to maintain
quasi-rigid formations.

Nomenclature
Fc = Coulomb force (N)
ec = elementary charge (C)
Icc = charge control current (A)
Inet = net plasma current (A)
Jnet = net plasma current density (Am−2)
J0e, J0i = electron, ion saturation current density (Am−2)
Jpe = net photoelectron current density (Am−2)
J0pe = photoelectron saturation current density (Am−2)
κ = Boltzmann constant (JK−1)
kc = vacuum Coulomb constant (Nm2C−2)
λD = Debye length (m)
m = node mass (kg)
me, mi = electron, ion mass (kg)
ne, ni = electron, ion density (m−3)
P = charge emission power (W)
φ = multi-tether attachment half angle (rad)
ψ = multi-tether geometry (rad)
q = node charge (C)
Q = combined charge product (C2)
r = node separation vector (m)
ρ = node spherical radius (m)
Te, Ti = electron, ion temperature (eV)
Tpe = photoelectron mean temperature (eV)
TSe = secondary electron temperature (ev)
θ = multi-tether geometry (rad)
V = generic potential (V)
Vsc = node potential (V)
r̂ij = unit vector between node i and j

I. Introduction
Large space-based platforms on the order of hundreds of meters

and more are sought for remote sensing, high resolution surveil-
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lance, radiometry, space telescopes, space situational awareness or
power collection. Spacecraft formations and large space structures
are two methods of achieving a large space-based platform. It is
desirable to have a spacecraft platform with shape adjustable capa-
bilities to accommodate changing mission requirements as well as
operate for long durations.

A large platform can be launched as a rigid structure. How-
ever, its size and mass is limited by the capabilities of the available
launch vehicles. On-orbit construction can increase the overall
dimensions of a rigid structure such as has been done with the
assembly of the international space station; however, such struc-
tures require human construction or advanced autonomous assem-
bly techniques. The design of deployable spacecraft components
is an active research area with few having been successfully imple-
mented or tested in space.1–4

Along with the development of large space structure technolo-
gies, sophisticated applications and missions are emerging. One
such mission is the Eyeglass concept that is intended to be used
for Earth surveillance from Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO). A
25-100 m aperture diffractive lens is to be deployed on orbit.5, 6

Two proposed missions that intend to generate large kilometer
size baselines are the proposed NASA Stellar Imager7 and the Ter-
restrial Planet Finder.8 Both of these concepts utilize a formation
of free-flying spacecraft. Free-flying formations offer advantages
such as variable baselines, system redundancy and fractionated
and responsive architectures.9 The PRISMA mission is designed
specifically to demonstrate advanced autonomous formation flying
techniques.10 A challenge with free-flying craft is the complex rel-
ative dynamics, challenging relative motion sensing requirements,
and the associated control strategies which can often require high
propellant usage, and consequently shortened missions, to maintain
an accurate formation.

Spacecraft formations can be operated with conventional chem-
ical thrusters or electric propulsion where the fuel propellant mass,
or electrical power requirements, must be taken into careful con-
sideration. Further, for close proximity operations less than 100
meters, the thruster exhaust plume impingement issues must be
taken into account.

Over the last decade, novel, essentially propellant-less rela-
tive motion control concepts consider using either Coulomb elec-
trostatic interactions,11, 12 magnetic formation flying,13 Lorentz
forces14 or flux-pinning.15 In particular, the use of inter-spacecraft
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Figure 1: Tethered Coulomb Structure concept

Coulomb forces offers close formation relative motion control with
low power and propellant requirements.11, 12, 16 However, the con-
trol of a cluster of actively charged spacecraft remains a challeng-
ing research area due to the non-affine nature of the electrostatic
force actuation. Analytically stable charge feedback control strate-
gies are discussed for a two-spacecraft cluster in References 17–19,
and for a three-vehicle cluster in Reference 20. The control of a
larger formation with more than 3 vehicles remains an open re-
search topic. Izzo and Pettazi propose the self-assembly of large
space structures with Coulomb spacecraft.21 However, their N -
vehicle charge control law does not have analytical stability guar-
antees.

This paper investigates a recently introduced large space struc-
ture concept called the Tethered Coulomb Structure (TCS).22, 23

The TCS concept offers a number of advantages over the free-
flying Coulomb spacecraft cluster concept in that the relative mo-
tion is constrained through the tether lengths. The TCS uses dis-
crete spacecraft nodes that are inter-connected with fine, low-mass
tethers as illustrated in Figure 1. Each node is repelled from the
other TCS nodes through the use of electrostatic (Coulomb) forces.
The inflationary Coulomb forces provide rigidity and shape con-
trol. The TCS size and shape is constrained by the tether lengths
which limit how far the nodes can repel from each other. The elec-
trostatic force is applied by manipulating each TCS node’s poten-
tial with a charge control device. Here active emission of charged
particles such as electrons or ions are used to drive the node poten-
tial away from its natural space weather dependent equilibrium to
a desired potential level.

Similar to the Coulomb formation flying benefits, some key ad-
vantages of the TCS system is that it only requires Watt-levels of
power and very little propellant (low mass ions or electrons). This
provides the TCS with long term mission capabilities.22 The main
difference between TCS and Coulomb formation flying scenarios is
that the charge control problem is significantly simplified. Instead
of requiring precise charge levels to maintain relative positions, as
well as complex non-affine control developments, the TCS only re-
quires the charge levels to be maintained above a certain threshold
that guarantees robustness to orbital perturbations. For example,
to guarantee tether tension in the presence of differential gravity or
solar radiation pressure, the electrostatic inflationary force must be
larger than these perturbations.

TCS configuration sizes ranging from tens to hundreds of me-
ters are envisioned by connecting strands of charged nodes with
tethers. The TCS concept has the advantage of being launched in a
compact and stored configuration, that is then inflated or deployed
on-orbit. A key feature of TCS is that this Coulomb force inflation
provides structural rigidity and an ability to resist deformation and
disturbances. With length-adjustable tethers it is possible to change
the structures shape and size on-orbit providing an adaptable nodal

network to meet variable sensing and mission requirements. The
concept can also be used to deploy and hold a small node in a fixed
position from a primary spacecraft providing situational awareness
or local sensing. An additional advantage of the TCS concept is
that tether tensions can be maintained without requiring a partic-
ular orbit, equilibrium configuration or spin, like typical tethered
systems.

Figure 2 shows how the concepts shape change attributes and
control requirements compare to alternate space platform tech-
niques. A large, monolithic space structure such as the Hubble
space telescope is essentially launched and deployed as a single
unit (except for the deployed solar arrays). This provides good
overall rigidity with very little relative motion or flexing control
requirements. Large space structure concepts are considered now.
The iSat program for instance, envisions deployable structures that
could reach 100 meters in size and larger. This increased shape
changing ability results in a very light weight structure that might
require active damping and smart materials to dampen out oscilla-
tions. Other large spacecraft concepts such as solar sails or gas-
inflatable structures achieve even larger shape change capabilities
with ever more light-weight structures. On the other end of large
space platforms in Figure 2 are free-flying formations. Here the
space platform shape is free to change subject to thruster propel-
lant and power limitations. However, the relative motion sensing
and control requirements are significantly increased in contrast to
continuous structures such as iSat or solar sails. The proposed
TCS concept falls between the current solar sail and inflatable con-
cepts, and the free-flying spacecraft cluster concepts. While the
TCS nodes are interconnected, the milli-Newton tether tensions are
small enough such that the orbital motion must be taking into ac-
count when studying TCS dynamics.

Due to possible charge shielding from the local plasma environ-
ment it is necessary to operate a TCS at GEO altitudes or higher
where the plasma is nominally hot and sparse. At GEO, a space-
craft can naturally charge to kilovolt potentials during periods of
Earth eclipse. Such kilovolt charge levels are similar to the levels
of charge that are considered for the TCS concept in this paper.24, 25

This charge can be controlled with charge emission technology that
is already space-proven. One example is the volt-level control the
European CLUSTER mission demonstrates.26–28 A charge emis-
sion device can be used on each of the TCS nodes or on a single
node and distributed to other nodes via conducting tethers. The
benefits and draw backs of either scenario are being investigated.

The combination of both Coulomb forces and tethers is a unique
and promising large space structure concept. The intent of this pa-
per is to investigate the dynamic coupling and resulting rotational
stiffness of tethered spacecraft that are inflated with electrostatics.
Of interest is the ability of the TCS to bound angular rotations
without the use of control or damping. This resulting worst-case
operating scenario allows analysis of fundamental motions and
their primary frequencies. The electrostatic forces and nodal tether
arrangements must be such that sufficient restoring torques are pro-
duced that avoid a node rotating to a point where tethers become
entangled with the craft. The nodes feature a symmetric mass mo-
ment of inertia for this study to isolate the effectiveness of these
restoring torques. Future studies will investigate asymmetric mass
moments of inertia and additional torque sources such as Coulomb
forces for non-spherical craft.

Previous studies on the TCS concept analyze only relative
motions without nodal attitudes,22 or focus on simplified two-
dimensional (2D) motions.23 This paper expands upon these stud-
ies to quantify the three-dimensional (3D) rotational stiffness about
all axes and angular rate disturbance rejection. This rotational mo-
tion feasibility is under investigation as it is more challenging to
overcome than translational motions.23 This is a vital step for the
TCS development as a large-scale deployable space structure, or as
a network of small sensor nodes for use in high Earth orbit.

In this paper a 3D dynamic TCS model is developed and used
to explore rotational motions. A benchmark two-node system is
presented to gain insight into the charge dependent TCS rigidity.
This study investigates the feasible initial nodal rotation operat-
ing envelope including rotational stiffness sensitivity with respect
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Figure 2: TCS concept shape change attributes and control requirements comparison

to the number of connecting tethers, spacecraft size, symmetric
inertia properties, and local plasma shielding. The simulation is
performed in deep space to isolate the analyzed motions from grav-
ity forces. It is demonstrated that this is appropriate as the gravity
force effects are negligible for the closely operating two-node sys-
tem at GEO. In addition to the dynamic aspects, the TCS power
required to maintain a fixed potential and overcome the net current
from the plasma environment is computed.

II. Dynamic Model
This research utilizes a nonlinear numerical simulation that

models a general number of spacecraft nodes that are tethered in a
selectable configuration. Relative motion and attitude simulations
are performed in the absence of gravity to examine system varia-
tion effects on charged nodal motions and determine the conditions
that lead to tether entanglement with the TCS nodes, an undesired
state.

A. Coulomb Force
A Coulomb force is generated from the electrostatic interaction

of two charged bodies. In a vacuum the force magnitude between
two bodies of charges q1 and q2 is computed as:

|Fc| = kc
|q1q2|
r2

(1)

where kc = 8.99×109 Nm2C−2 is the vacuum Coulomb constant
and r is the separation distance between the bodies. Assuming
the body is a spacecraft comprised of an outer spherical surface
maintaining a constant charge q1, then the resulting potential in a
vacuum is expressed as:

Vsc1 =
q1kc
ρ

(2)

where ρ is the radius of the spherical craft.
In space, the Coulomb force is reduced (partially shielded) by

free-flying charged particles of the local plasma environment. The
strength of this shielding is parametrized by the Debye length
λD .29 Assuming a small craft potential compared to the local
plasma thermal energy

ecVsc1 � κTe

where ec = 1.602176 × 10−19 C is the elementary charge,
κ = 1.38065 × 10−23 JK−1 is the Boltzmann constant and Te is
the plasma electron temperature in Kelvin, the potential about this
charged craft is represented by the Debye-Hückel equation:30, 31

V = kc
q1
r
e−(r−ρ)/λD (3)

This potential equation is used in this TCS simulation as it incor-
porates plasma shielding and resembles a conservative bound of

the charge interaction the nodes will experience.32 At GEO, the
ecVsc1 � κTe condition is no longer true if the spacecraft charges
to 1-10 kV potentials. As discussed in Reference 32, the neglected
higher order terms of Poisson’s partial differential equation, which
led to Eq. (3), results in less plasma shielding of the electrostatic
fields. Thus, the use of Eq. (3) is considered a conservative estimate
of the actual potential that might exist about a body. The benefit of
using Eq. (3) is that it allows for simplified analysis, and faster
numerical simulations. Solving the full Poisson-Vlasov equations
requires solving complex partial differential field equations.

Taking the gradient of the potential in Eq. (3) (assuming spher-
ical symmetry) yields the resulting Coulomb force Fc relationship
between charged craft 1 and 2:

Fc = kc
q1q2
r212

e−r12/λD

(
1 +

r12
λD

)
r̂12 (4)

The Debye length is based on the temperature and density of
the local plasma. At GEO the plasma has Debye lengths ranging
from 4–1000 m with a nominal value of approximately 200 m.11, 22

Debye lengths of this scale allow the use of Coulomb repulsion
when operating with spacecraft separations of dozens of meters at
GEO. Equations 1 and 4 bound the possible range of TCS infla-
tionary force. As an example, two craft separated by 5 meters in a
worst-case plasma (λD = 4 m) will experience a force reduction
of 35.5%, using Equation 4 and only 0.03% in a nominal plasma
(λD = 200 m). In general, TCS nodes charged to tens of kilo-
volts at GEO will violate (ecVsc1 � κTe) and will therefore lie in
between the range of these analytic forces. One method of obtain-
ing a representative force level is by computing an effective Debye
length that is based on plasma conditions and craft size and poten-
tial as demonstrated in Reference 32. The effective Debye length
for the GEO TCS applications will typically be a factor of two to
three times larger than the background plasma Debye length. Con-
sequently this larger effective Debye length significantly reduces
the plasma shielding on the Coulomb force for these higher space-
craft potentials. For consistency, this study uses the conservative
and analytic Coulomb force of Equation 4.

This paper studies the use of spacecraft charging for generat-
ing and applying these Coulomb forces and the knowledge gained
benefits concepts beyond TCS. Analysis of natural and induced
charging in the presence of plasma interactions assists with the
development of light weight space structures and inflatable com-
ponents. These spacecraft concepts can be highly susceptible to
spacecraft charging levels.

B. Three Dimensional Simulation
The Appendix outlines the full 3D nonlinear equations of mo-

tion that accommodate general TCS spacecraft configurations. The
numerical TCS model allows analysis of the capabilities and op-
erating regimes of the TCS along with a study of its dynamic
behavior under realistic disturbance environments. Both the TCS
node position and orientation are tracked individually subject to
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orbital, rigid body dynamics and perturbations. The algorithm can
perform TCS relative motion studies accommodating any number
of nodes and tethers in any initial deep space or orbit configuration
and includes inertial or relative disturbance forces. An example
three-node TCS along with axis and tether definitions is shown in
Figure 3.

X Y

ZX Y

Z

X Y

Z

Triple tether

Double tether

Single tether

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Figure 3: Dynamic model setup for a 3D three-node example

Each node can be connected with a single-tether or multiple teth-
ers, but it is not necessary to have a tether connecting each node.
The tether is modeled as a proportional spring. This allows for
general tether stretching due to arbitrary nonlinear node translation
and rotation. The tethers apply a force only for extensions from
nominal length. When the tether length is shorter than desired, the
tether goes slack and there is no tether force acting on the corre-
sponding nodes. The inclusion of damping is beyond the scope of
this paper and not included. Any future use of dissipative materials
would result in small amounts of damping.

The use of a proportional spring tether model is justified through
comparison of specific results to a high fidelity simulation using a
finite element tether model. The University of Colorado developed
code FEMDOC (Finite Element Multi-Disciplinary Optimization
Code) uses a discrete tether model incorporating tether mass, de-
flections and buckling (tether diameter, material and thermal prop-
erties are currently under investigation). The differences in nodal
motion results between FEMDOC and the model of this paper is
less than 1 % as the tethers are very light (few grams) versus the
TCS nodes (50 kg). Therefore, for the parameters used in this
study, the proportional spring model is well suited for the rotational
studies. However, if much lower mass nodes are used, or residual
strain from thermal or tether material effects are included, the use
of this model will have to be investigated further. Additionally, to
verify the validity of the numerical simulation, the numerical TCS
nodal translational and rotational motions for a single-tether con-
figuration are compared to linearized approximations developed in
Reference 23 and yield good agreement.

C. TCS Two-Node Simulation Parameters
A two-node TCS configuration in deep space is employed as a

benchmark for analysis. A two-node configuration is chosen be-
cause it represents the lower bound of rotational stiffness for a TCS
configuration. Furthermore, it allows focused examination of the
effects of varying specific system parameters on rotational motions
and tether entanglement. Specifically for this study, a two-node
TCS configuration allows for rotational motion analysis using mul-
tiple tethers. Figure 4 shows the 3D, two-node configuration with
a single- and double-tether connection as well as nodal forces.

Reference 23 explores the two-node system with asymmetric
node rotations about the X-axis for configurations with one tether
and provides preliminary results for systems with two tethers con-
necting two-nodes. Unlike this previous study that focused on
specific 2D motions that allowed linearized analytic insight, only
numerical studies are considered here due to the expanded 3D and
highly nonlinear motions. This work expands upon this earlier
work by examining asymmetric node rotations about all three axes
for a single-, double- and triple-tether TCS configuration. Con-
figurations with more than three tethers between two-nodes may

FcFc φ T T-

- θ̇θ̇

Single-Tether

Double-Tether

FcFc

Figure 4: Two-node configuration showing single- and double-
tether connections

a) Double-tether XZ view b) Double-tether YZ view

c) Triple-tether XZ view d) Triple-tether YZ view

e) Triple-tether 3D configuration

Figure 5: Two-node TCS tether configurations and connections

provide additional rotational stiffness. However, such configura-
tions are not included in this study because the tether force solution
is statically indeterminate and beyond the scope of this paper. The
TCS two-node configuration with coordinate system and tether at-
tachment points are illustrated in Figure 5.

Unless otherwise specified, the simulations are performed using
the default parameter values given in Table 1. A separation distance
of 5 meters is used as it is a practical nodal separation providing a
suitable rotational stiffness as shown in previous work.23 Lower
separation distances provide increased stiffness, while 10 meters is
toward the limit of nodal separations for suitable rotational stiff-
ness with feasible charge levels. A default node mass of 50 kg and
radius of 0.5 meters is chosen to coincide with previous work.23

Additionally, these values are an approximate spacecraft size that is
envisioned for a TCS and are appropriate for this feasibility study.

The tether spring constant is a representative value that is suit-
able for the simulations performed here. The chosen value is
similar to that of AmberStrand R©, which is a low mass conduct-
ing tether. Numerical simulations in Reference 23 show that the
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Table 1: Default simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Separation distance 5 m
Node mass 50 kg

Spring constant 3 N/m
Node charge 30 kV
Node radius 0.5 m

Initial angular rate 10 deg/min
Inertia distribution Solid Sphere
Attachment angle φ 45 deg

tether spring constant has minimal effect on the rotational stiffness.
Finally, a node charge of 30 kV is chosen because it is near natu-
ral charge levels and can be achieved with current charge emission
devices.

At the start of the simulations, the nodes are aligned and the teth-
ers are stretched to be in equilibrium with the repulsive Coulomb
force. The disturbance modeled is an initial angular velocity ap-
plied to each of the two-nodes in an asymmetric method. Each node
has an equivalent angular rate about a single axis but in opposite di-
rections as shown in Figure 4. Although the initial disturbance is
applied about a single axis, the coupling with multi-tether systems
can cause arbitrary nodal rotations. For this reason the principal
rotation vector magnitude is used to compare nodal responses.

Asymmetric rotation is chosen such that there is no net angular
momentum in the two-node system. Studying the effect of initial
angular velocities allows for various TCS configurations to be ex-
amined and determine if the tethered nodes reach an undesirable
state. A node is considered entangled when the tether is tangent
to the spheres surface at its attachment point, which could lead
to wrapping up or for the multiple tether case, when the tethers
make contact with each other. If spherical nodes with tethers at-
tached on the surface are assumed, TCS configurations with various
tether numbers and geometries will become entangled after differ-
ent amounts of angular deflections.

The variation in entanglement angles can be seen for the single-
and double-tether TCS configurations in Figure 4. Table 2 lists
the nodal rotation angles at which each TCS configuration will
reach the entangled state. The entanglement rotations in Table 2
are based upon geometry, where θ = tan−1(2cotφ) and ψ =

tan−1
(
2cotφ/

√
3
)
. However, nodes are not likely to be spheri-

cal and the tether attachment points could be attached away from
the nodes on booms, increasing the absolute rotations possible.

III. Rotational Stiffness Results
The primary emphasis of this study is the examination of the ro-

tational motion of a two-node TCS configuration. The intent is to
quantify the extent of rotational motion due to ranges of initial ro-
tation rates and determine if the tether(s) will become entangled by
wrapping up around the nodes. The resulting rotational dynamics
provide an indication of the system rotational stiffness attributed to
the tether and Coulomb force combination. The benchmark two-
node configuration is used to examine the effect of several TCS
parameters to perform a fundamental feasibility study.

A. Nodal Motion
A single-tether connection yields the simplest and most intuitive

dynamics for a two-node TCS configuration under the disturbance
of an initial angular velocity. Figure 6(a) shows the resulting
dynamics of the single-tether system under an initial asymmet-
ric nodal rotation about the X-axis. It is important to note that
for all results the translational motion is only due to the rotational
coupling, as the node is initially at translational equilibrium. Fig-
ure 6(a) shows the smooth and sinusoidal nodal separation, the
asymmetric nodal rotations and the tether tension of a single-tether
TCS. Under this small initial rotation disturbance (10 deg/min)
the nodes rotate a maximum of 18 degrees about the X-axis and
the tether remains under tension at all times. Larger initial dis-
turbances can make the single-tether configuration go slack and

cause the motion to no longer be sinusoidal. In contrast to the
single-tether configuration, Figure 6(b) shows the translational and
rotational motion for the double-tether configuration with initial
rotations about the X-axis. The nodal motion is now piecewise lin-
ear. The nodes rotate, only about the X-axis, at a constant rate until
the tethers become taut and reverse the direction of rotation. The
piecewise linearity of a multiple tether TCS is due to the tethers no
longer remaining continuously taut. This is shown by the plot of
tether tension for each tether (T1 and T2). Maintaining a taut tether
is not a required dynamic property, although there is concern of a
tether reaching a buckled or tangled state. In these simulations each
tether only reaches a slightly loose state on the order of millimeters
over its entire 4 meter length.
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a) Single-tether configuration
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Figure 6: TCS nodal dynamic response to asymmetric nodal
rotation about the X-axis

The triple-tether configuration results for this X-axis rotation re-
sults in similar dynamics to that shown for the double-tether in
Figure 6(b). Although the triple-tether demonstrates similar sep-
arations and X-axis rotations to the double-tether it adds another
unique complexity to the two-node TCS configuration. The 3D
spread of the triple-tether attachment points adds coupled off-axis
rotational motions that is most apparent with rotations about the
Z-axis. Figure 7 shows the three axes rotational motion of a triple-
tether node with an initial rotation about the Z-axis. From the figure
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Table 2: Spherical node rotation causing tether entanglement (for single-axis, asymmetric rotations)

Rotation Axis Single-Tether (deg) Double-Tether (deg) Triple-Tether (deg)

X-axis (Node 1 Positive) 90 90 - φ 90 - θ
X-axis (Node 1 Negative) 90 90 - φ 90 - φ

Y-axis N/A 90 90
Z-axis 90 90 90 - ψ

it can be seen that there is no longer pure rotation about the Z-axis.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) highlight the cause, showing that the connec-
tions for tethers 2 and 3 are no longer on a nodal axis and rotation
leads to tether force moments and off-axis rotations. Figure 7(b)
shows the resulting tensions for each tether, reiterating the coupling
effect and piecewise motions.
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Figure 7: Triple-tether nodal dynamic response to asymmetric
nodal rotation about the Z-axis

B. Differential Gravity Effects at GEO
The previous section outlines the basic dynamics of a two-node

TCS with no gravitational forces. However, TCS systems are envi-
sioned to be operated at GEO where differential gravity can affect
the nodal dynamics. The benchmark two-node TCS system is
stable on orbit if the two-nodes are in an orbit radial configura-
tion. Table 3 shows the percent difference between the maximum
principal rotations of a two-node TCS system in deep space as
compared to GEO. This is computed over a 12 hour simulation.
For this benchmark two-node system it is evident that differential
GEO forces have minimal effect on the rotation of the TCS nodes,
with a maximum difference value of 2.24%. Therefore, differen-
tial gravity will be excluded from the remaining simulations so that
the natural TCS system dynamics are isolated and analyzed. In ad-
dition, it is important to note that with differential gravity effects,
rotations are no longer purely about a single axis for single- and

double-tether TCS but they are very small respectively.

Table 3: Percentage difference of maximum principal rotation
with GEO differential gravity forces [12 hr simulation]

Initial Single-tether Double-tether Triple-tether
Rotation Axis

X-Axis -0.0839 0.6780 -1.1596
Y-Axis N/A -0.1514 -0.1514
Z-Axis 1.5793 1.3376 -2.2354

C. Multiple Tether Advantages
As shown in the prior sections, additional tethers between the

two-node configuration adds complexity to the nodal dynamics.
However, there are rotational stiffness advantages that multiple
tethers provides. With the inability of a tether to hold torsional
loads there is no stiffness in the Y-axis (for a single-tether) and
only restoring torques for rotations about the X and Z axes are fea-
sible. Using a TCS configuration with two or three tethers provides
a restoring torque for rotations about any axis.

Additional tethers not only provide added system robustness to
initial rotations, but they also reduce the maximum deflection a
node can incur. The maximum angular deflection of the node is
a measure of the TCS configuration rotational stiffness to an an-
gular rate disturbance. Figure 8 demonstrates this by showing the
maximum principal rotation angle reached as a function of initial
angular rate. The maximum rotation is shown for each of the tether
number configurations and shown for three cases; each with an
initial rotation about a different axis. Note the difference in the
angular rate axis of each of these figures. Angular rates about the
Y-axis result in large rotations much faster than the other two axis
rotations. It is shown in Table 2 that the multiple tether nodes have
a reduced absolute rotation before entanglement occurs. For this
reason Figure 9 shows the maximum rotation of the nodes relative
to their corresponding entanglement rotation angle. Additionally,
Figure 10 reiterates the effect of multiple tethers on node rotation
by showing the absolute maximum rotations as a function of node
potential. The rotation about each axis is analyzed using the results
of Figures 8-10.

Case 1: Figure 8(a) shows that for asymmetric rotation about
the X-axis, the addition of tethers reduces the maximum absolute
angle reached from the single-tether case. For lower initial rota-
tion rates, a double- and triple-tether configuration yield similar
rotations. However, for rates above 30 deg/min a double-tether
configuration provides more stiffness than a triple-tether configura-
tion. This is likely due to the moment arms provided by the tethers.
From Figures 5(b) and 5(d) it can be seen that the attachment points
in the positive Z direction for the two tether configuration are fur-
ther away from the X-axis than the three tether configuration. This
difference provides a larger moment arm for the restoring torques
and is one reason the double-tether configuration is stiffer at higher
rates for this rotation. Additionally at higher rotation rates, the ro-
tation coupling becomes more dominant which increases the max-
imum rotation rate for a three tether configuration.

While the addition of tethers certainly reduces the absolute ro-
tational deflection of the node, the increased tether attachment lo-
cations places the node closer to the entanglement rotation. This
is demonstrated in Figure 9(a) which shows the maximum angular
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Figure 8: Maximum absolute principal rotation as a function
of initial initial angular rate

deflection as a percentage of the entanglement rotation, which is a
function of each tether configuration and rotation axis (as defined
in Table 2). The result is that each tether configuration has a sim-
ilar proximity to entanglement. The double-tether keeps the node
further from entanglement than the single-tether, while the triple-
tether results in entanglement with disturbances above 43 deg/min.

The effect of multiple tethers on X-axis rotation as a function of
node potential is seen in Figure 10(a). The double- and triple-tether
both provide more rotational stiffness across all node potentials
than a single-tether TCS configuration. The double-tether does
provide a slightly more stiff system than the triple-tether config-
uration. The non-smooth nature of the triple-tether configuration is
due to the complex dynamics of the system, but a general exponen-
tial decay can still be seen.

Case 2: Rotational stiffness about the Y-axis for a double- and
triple-tether configuration is shown in Figure 8(b). The single-
tether configuration is omitted because it has no rotational stiffness
for Y-axis rotations. From the Figure it can be seen that the double-
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Figure 9: Maximum principal rotation relative to maximum
entanglement rotation (Table 2)

and triple-tether configurations provide equal rotational stiffness
about the Y-axis, because the moment arms about the Y-axis are
equal. Figures 5(a) and 5(c) show how the moment arms are all the
same radial distance from the Y-axis.

Figure 9(b) shows how close the Y-axis angular deflection comes
to reaching the entanglement angle. The Y-axis has a reduced dis-
turbance angular rate as the nodes have less rotational stiffness,
however the inclusion of additional tethers provides prevention of
entanglement for the disturbance range analyzed. In this case the
single-tether entanglement rotation is undefined as the tether is
bound about itself.

Figure 10(b) provides additional evidence of the effects of mul-
tiple tethers on Y-axis rotation. Again the double- and triple-tether
configurations perform identically. However, at lower potentials
the nodes reach undesirable rotation angles. The lower rotation
rates and the large node rotation agrees with Figure 8(b) and shows
that for a two-node TCS configuration the Y-axis has the least ro-
tational stiffness.
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Figure 10: Maximum absolute principal rotation as a function
of nodal potential

Case 3: For a single-tether the Z-axis rotation is identical to
X-axis rotation. However, Figure 8(c) shows that a double-tether
configuration provides less stiffness than a single-tether for rota-
tions about the Z-axis. Again the moment arm is the cause for this
reduced stiffness. The moment arm about the Z-axis in Figure 5(b)
is less than what the moment arm of a single-tether provides. The
moment arm for this configuration is only in the Y direction and is
reduced proportionally to the attachment angle φ. A triple-tether
configuration also has a moment arm that is dependent on φ but
the maximum rotation is less than that of a single-tether. The addi-
tional stiffness in a triple-tether configuration is because tethers 2
and 3 in Figure 5(d) provide a larger moment arm about the Z-axis.
The larger moment arm arises because tethers 2 and 3 are not lo-
cated in the ZY plane, which adds additional length to the moment
arm.

The relative angular deflection about the Z-axis is shown in Fig-
ure 9(c). These results indicate that the double-tether system will
reach entanglement at disturbances above 22.5 deg/min. The triple-

tether however performs significantly better than than the double-
and single-tether configurations at keeping the node away from en-
tanglement.

The rotational stiffness for rotations about the Z-axis and depen-
dance on node potential is shown in Figure 10(c). The figure shows
that a triple-tether configuration provides more rotational stiffness
than a single-tether. Also, a double-tether configuration again pro-
vides lower stiffness than a single-tether for rotations about the
Z-axis.

Case Summary: The results of Figure 8 indicate that there is
up to a 75% decrease in the absolute maximum angular rotation
about the X-axis by using a triple-tether over a single-tether. Sim-
ilarly, there is up to a 60% decrease in the Z-axis rotation with a
triple-tether over the single. As the single-tether offers no Y-axis
rotational stiffness the addition of tethers does provide rotational
stiffness. These values are approximate and are calculated for an
initial rotation rate of 20 deg/min and a node voltage of 30 kV. The
actual quantitative increase in stiffness is a function of the initial
rotation rate and node potential.

The multiple tether configurations have a geometry that places
the tether attachment point closer to the entanglement rotation prior
to any rotational motion. The results of Figure 9 indicate that the
multiple tethers offer minimal advantage in reducing the chances of
entanglement, and sometimes perform worse than a single-tether.
The advantage of using multiple tethers is that it reduces the abso-
lute nodal rotation for an equivalent initial disturbance as well as
introducing 3D rotational stiffness.

In addition, these results suggest that an equally spaced quad
tether might offer all axis rotational stiffness as well as symmet-
ric moment arms. This combination may provide an advantageous
rotational stiffness capability over the tether configurations used
in this study. However, a quad tether configuration is no longer
statically determinate and to not develop further mathematical and
application assumptions in order to solve, this case will not be in-
vestigated here.

D. Spacecraft Nodal Properties
To further expand the TCS capabilities it is advantageous to ex-

plore other system parameters that affect the rotational stiffness
of the system. Spacecraft nodal parameters such as radius, mass
distribution and tether attachment angle are critical components in
determining the rotational stiffness of a TCS configuration. Fig-
ure 11 shows the effect of varying these nodal parameters on the
maximum absolute rotation of a two-node configuration, disturbed
about the X-axis.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the results for a single-tether TCS
as a function of mass distribution and nodal radii respectively. Sim-
ilar trends can be shown for multiple tether configurations. The
results of multiple tethers are shifted in maximum angle in the
same ratio as the comparison shown in Figure 8(a). Figure 11(c)
shows the results of a double-and triple-tether TCS configuration
as a function of the tether attachment angle φ. All other simulation
parameters are listed in Table 1.

With a node of a certain mass and radius, the shell model pro-
vides the largest possible nodal inertia. This scenario then shows
the lower bound on the rotational stiffness that can be achieved.
The solid sphere (homogeneous mass distribution throughout the
sphere) will have a lower inertia, and thus increased rotational
stiffness. However, even the solid sphere model is very conser-
vative. Ideally the TCS nodes would have most of their mass near
the node center, and thus obtain an even lower moment of iner-
tia. As Figure 11(a) indicates, compared to the shell model, a 2-3
fold increase in the rotational stiffness can be achieved by design-
ing the TCS nodes to have their most massive components near
the nodal center, and thus a lower inertia. Additionally, for a con-
stant mass distribution, solid sphere, Figure 11(b) shows that larger
node radii increase the rotational stiffness. Even though the iner-
tia is increasing for larger radii, the larger moment arms for the
tethers dominates and thus increases the stiffness. Therefore, Fig-
ures 11(b) and 11(c) indicate that the ideal TCS would have its
attachment points the furthest away from the center of the craft.
Additionally, Figure 11(c) shows that as the tether attachment angle
increases (moment arm increases) the maximum absolute rotation
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Figure 11: Maximum principal rotation as a function of nodal
parameters

decreases. Based on the results of this figure an ideal tether attach-
ment angle is approximately 45 degrees. A larger angle (φ) offers
minimal decrease in absolute angular deflection while placing the
node closer to the tether entanglement rotation, as defined in Ta-
ble 2.

E. Conceptual Node Design
Taking into consideration the results of the previous section

an ideal TCS spacecraft node design may appear similar to the
conceptual illustration of Figure 12. This design maximizes the
spacecraft rotational stiffness, increases nodal wrap-up angles and
provides a spherical conductive surface for even Coulomb force
generation. The mass moment of inertia is minimized by placing
the spacecraft components within a low-mass exterior conducting
shell. The tethers are connected to attachment arms that extend be-
yond the shell increasing the tether moment arms and consequently
rotational stiffness. This attachment arm design also increases the

maximum angle before nodal wrap up.

Tethers

Tether attachment arm

Spacecraft

Conducting shell

Figure 12: Illustration of conceptual TCS spacecraft node de-
sign

IV. Space Plasma Environmental Impacts
Another important component of the TCS feasibility study is the

consideration of spacecraft and plasma interactions. The dynamic
motion of the TCS system is affected by the plasma, shielding the
effective charge and consequently repulsive force between nodes.
The plasma will also bombard the spacecraft resulting in a net cur-
rent flow that will drive the craft to a floating potential. In order
to control the potential of the craft, a charge emission device is
required to aid or overcome this plasma current. A measure of the
shielding influence on rotational stiffness as well as a power budget
for counteracting the plasma current is computed.

A. GEO Space Environment Overview
The effective shielding and plasma current is a function of the

vehicle potential as well as the plasma environment itself. In order
to quantify the extent of force shielding and net current flow, it is
necessary to have a representative model of the GEO plasma envi-
ronment. Although offering simple insight, it is difficult to model
the GEO environment with nominal density and velocity values
(Maxwellian distribution) as the plasma conditions vary greatly and
have a wide variety of energy ranges.33 The GEO plasma environ-
ment can also rapidly fluctuate and can be flooded with high energy
particles, with mean values as high as a few tens of keV. The local
plasma conditions are heavily dependent on the time as well as the
geomagnetic activity which is driven by solar activity.34

Three representative GEO plasma conditions are used for this
TCS analysis (quiet, nominal, and disturbed). Although single
Maxwellian distributions are used, these three plasma conditions
define the extreme bounds and nominal operating regimes TCS
spacecraft will encounter on-orbit. The single Maxwellian param-
eters used to describe each of these GEO environments along with
the corresponding Debye lengths are shown in Table 4. These
GEO plasma values are based on data from the ATS-5 and ATS-
6 spacecraft interpreted by References 35 and 36 respectively. It
is assumed that the GEO plasma contains a singly ionized species
(H+) that is in thermal and charge equilibrium with the electrons.

Table 4: Representative GEO Single Maxwellian Plasma Pa-
rameters and Debye Lengths

Conditions Te ne Ti ni λD
[keV] [cm−3] [keV] [cm−3] [m]

Quiet 0.003 10 0.003 10 4
Nominal 0.9 1.25 0.9 1.25 200
Disturbed 10 1 10 1 743
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The quiet plasma (λD = 4 m) bounds the ’worst-case’ condi-
tions an operating TCS mission could encounter at GEO. This quiet
plasma will result in the upper power limit and is also most detri-
mental due to shielding of the Coulomb force. The worst case
parameters are only characteristic as no data of a single Maxwellian
with values to this extent have been found. Nominal plasma condi-
tions are a closer representation of the typical operating conditions
at GEO, while a disturbed environment is the lower limit of power
requirements and shielding.

B. Plasma Shielding Impact on Rotational Stiffness
Analyzed here is the effect of charge shielding which reduces

the inflationary Coulomb force and stiffness capabilities of the sys-
tem.23 The charge reduction is examined for a range of Debye
lengths from nominal to worst-case conditions. Figure 13 shows
the effect of these plasma conditions on the rotational stiffness of a
single-tether TCS configuration with disturbance about the X-axis.
The results shown are for the conservative partial charge shielding
force model of Eq. (4). A spacecraft charging to these potentials
will result in a larger effective debye length and in fact improve
these rotational stiffness results.
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Figure 13: Maximum absolute principal rotation as a function
of plasma conditions (Debye length)

Figure 13 shows that environmental conditions have minimal
impact on the dynamics of a closely-operated TCS system until
Debye lengths on the order of 10 meters or smaller are considered.
Nominal values of Debye lengths (far right of figure) have no ef-
fect, but as the plasma Debye length reduces to the worst case value
the rotational stiffness decreases. The maximum absolute rotation
lines in the figures converge to the maximum rotation values with
no plasma shielding. When designing for the worst case plasma
conditions consideration must be made for TCS nodal separations
larger than 5 meters. Considering a TCS system with a large num-
ber of nodes spanning 100 meters, the shorter Debye length plasma
shielding will also impact the overall rigidity of this system. The
results in Figure 13 are specific to a simple two-node system and
short separations.

C. Power Requirements to Maintain a Fixed Potential in a
Plasma

The TCS plasma environment shields the Coulomb force be-
tween nodes but also results in a net current (Inet) to the craft.
The net current is computed for a single TCS node in each of the
three plasma conditions and used to compute the power necessary
to maintain a fixed potential. It is assumed that the charge control
current (Icc) can be either positive or negative charge and equal the
net plasma current Inet = Icc.

The current flow between spacecraft and its local plasma is com-
puted for a node of radius 0.25 m. It is assumed the plasma is
comprised of two populations (electrons, protons) that are mod-
eled with single Maxwellian distributions. A spacecraft at GEO is
stationary relative to the plasma and the two primary current con-
tributions are from electron and ion bombardment. The net current
density Jnet, is developed for both positive and negatively charged
spacecraft with the notation that all currents to the spacecraft are
negative:34, 37, 38

Jnet(Vsc < 0) = J0e exp
[
−ec|Vsc|
κTe

]
− J0i

(
1 +

ec|Vsc|
κTi

)
(5a)

Jnet(Vsc > 0) = J0e

(
1 +

ecVsc
κTe

)
− J0i exp

[
−ecVsc
κTi

]
(5b)

where J0e and J0i are the electron and ion saturation currents:

J0e = ecne

√
κTe
2πme

(6a)

J0i = ecni

√
κTi
2πmi

(6b)

A spacecraft will reach current equilibrium with the plasma
when Jnet = 0. Depending on the plasma conditions this solution
exists for a specified spacecraft floating potential. With a single
Maxwellian plasma distribution and no photoelectron or secondary
particle effects the equilibrium will occur at a negative potential. It
is important to include the effects of photoelectrons as they can be
a dominant current and a GEO spacecraft spends the majority of
its orbit in sunlight. The photoelectron current is added to the net
current of Equations 5 with the expressions:

Jpe(Vsc < 0) = −J0pe (7a)

Jpe(Vsc > 0) = −J0pe exp
[
−ecVsc
κTpe

](
1 +

ecVsc
κTpe

)
(7b)

where J0pe is the constant photoelectron current density for a
spacecraft and Tpe is the mean energy of the photoelectrons leaving
the spacecraft surface. The photoelectron current is dependent on
the surface materials of the spacecraft. For this study a photoelec-
tron current of J0pe = 20 µAm−2 will be used along with a mean
energy Tpe = 2 eV.11, 31, 37, 39, 40 These values are chosen to repre-
sent typical spacecraft materials and give a conservative indication
of the effect of photoelectron currents on TCS power requirements.
The photoelectron current is computed from only the sun-lit surface
(half-sphere).

Additional current sources that are not included in the model are
the outgoing electrons from secondary emissions and backscatter-
ing.41 The secondary yield (that can be higher than the incoming
primary particle flux)42 is a function of the surface material and the
primary particle energy. The mean energy of the secondary elec-
tron leaving the surface is very low, TSe ≈ 2-3 eV34, 43, 44 and will
return to the surface of a positively charge craft (no net current ef-
fect).

For a highly negatively charge craft, the electron current is low
so the secondary electron and backscattered current from electron
impacts is omitted. The backscattering of ions is generally very
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low and is also omitted.34, 45 The secondary electron yield is con-
siderable only for ion impacts with high primary energies (> 10
keV)34 and should be considered for the higher energy plasmas of
the nominal and disturbed conditions. This however can also be
omitted in these plasma conditions as the dominant current (by at
least an order of magnitude) is the photoelectrons.

The net current is modeled over a range of feasible spacecraft
operating potentials and the corresponding power is calculated us-
ing P = |VscInet|. For a spacecraft in eclipse (no photoelectrons)
the power required to maintain a fixed potential is shown in Fig-
ure 14(a) for each plasma condition. The nominal (λD = 200 m)
and disturbed plasma conditions require achievable Watt-levels of
power, while the quiet plasma power is still feasible with a worst
case maximum value of 100 W.
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Figure 14: Power required to maintain fixed spacecraft poten-
tial for each plasma condition

For a spacecraft in sun light the power required to maintain a
fixed potential is shown in Figure 14(b) for each plasma condition.
The inclusion of photoelectrons has very little effect on the power
for a quiet plasma (λD = 4 m). The inclusion of photoelectrons
for negative potentials in nominal and disturbed plasmas slightly
raises the required power. However, the values are still an order of
magnitude lower than the quiet plasma.

In Figure 14(a) the low power dip in the disturbed plasma
(λD = 743 m) occurs at -25 kV where the bombardment of high
temperature electrons equals the attracted ion current. The nominal
and quiet plasmas also have equilibrium conditions, but at further
negative spacecraft potentials.

The results of Figure 14 showing the required power to maintain
a desired potential in a nominal GEO plasma can be practically
achieved with current technology.46 Even for a worst case plasma
condition the power requirement increases to only 3W to charge
a node to -30 kV. The results also show that there are power sav-
ing advantages by charging to negative potentials across all plasma
conditions. Negative charging is achieved by emitting ions through
hollow cathode or field evaporation emission.

V. Conclusion
This study analyzes the rotational dynamics of a two-node TCS

system interconnected through 1-3 tethers. Full 3D simulations
provide insight into how well the TCS is able to reject initial angu-
lar rate disturbances and avoid tether/node interaction issues. The
study is performed for a single-, double- and triple-tether config-
uration. Additional tethers increase the rotational stiffness, while
reducing the resulting absolute angular node deflection by up to
75%. While the absolute maximum rotation is reduced with mul-
tiple tethers, the nodes are still susceptible to entanglement as the
tether attachment points are initially closer to the maximum ro-
tation angle. With a triple-tether configuration rotational control
is achieved about all axis. Future simulations could incorporate
system damping that would assist with rotational disturbance rejec-
tion. This study indicates that a TCS system can be stiffened under
Coulomb forces to resist deployment or external rotational distur-
bances on the order of 30-60 degrees per minute. While these are
small rotational rates, they provide an indication of how smoothly
the TCS nodes must be separated and deployed if no controls or
damping are considered.

With the development of the TCS concept it is beneficial to
understand the effect of nodal inertia, radial size, and tether at-
tachment angle (for multiple tethers) on the rotational stiffness.
The advantages of a lower inertia are quantified along with the in-
creased moment arm from larger node sizes. Two- to three-fold
increases in rotational stiffness can be achieved by moving the
node mass towards its center. Larger nodes have to consider space
plasma interaction and power requirements which are also modeled
in this study. Using representative GEO plasmas it is shown that
Coulomb force shielding is minimal in a nominal environment. In
addition, it is demonstrated that the power levels required to main-
tain a fixed potential using a charge emission device are feasible
with current space proven technology. The prospects of the TCS
concept are strengthened with these findings and will lead to fur-
ther development.
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Appendix
Additional Appendix Nomenclature

[BI] = direction cosine matrix from inertial to body frame
Γi = total body torque
[I] = mass moment of inertia matrix
[I3x3] = identity matrix
k = tether index number
[K] = node adjacency matrix
Kij = ijth scalar value from adjacency matrix
δLijk = change in length of tether k
M = number of tethers between two-nodes
µ = gravitational coefficient for Earth
N = total number of nodes
ω̇i = angular acceleration
ωi = angular velocity
pijk = tether attachment point
R̈i = inertial acceleration vector of node
R̂i = inertial unit vector of node position
σi = modified Rodrigues parameter
σ̇i = modified Rodrigues parameter rate
[σ̃] = skew symmetric matrix of σ
Tij = total tensile force between nodes i and j
τijk = unit vector for tether k between nodes i and j

The adjacency matrix, [Kij ], defines which nodes are connected
and by how many tethers. The tether length increase of tether k
between nodes i and j is defined by δLijk. The resulting tensile
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force acting on node i from the tether(s) connected to node j is:

Tij = ks

M∑
k=1

δLijkτ̂ijk (8)

whereM is the number of tethers between nodes i and j as defined
by [Kij ] and τij is the vector defining the kth tether’s connections
between node i to j.

A. Translational Equation of Motion
Using the Coulomb force of Equation (4) and tensile force, the

resulting equations of motion of each node is calculated using:

R̈i = −
µ

|Ri|2
R̂i

+

N∑
j=1

Kij
Tij
mi

+

N∑
j=1

kcqiqj(−r̂ij)
mir2ij

e−rij/λD

(
1 +

rij
λD

)
, i 6= j

(9)

where µ = 3.986 × 1014 m3s−2 is the gravitational coefficient
for Earth, mi is the spacecraft node mass, N is the total number
of nodes in the TCS model, and Kij is a scalar based on the adja-
cency matrix which is 0 if no tethers connected or 1 if any tethers
are connected. Note that these charges do not influence the inertial
motion of the TCS center of mass. They simply provide an inflat-
ing force, relative to the systems center of mass, that increases the
tether tensions. In addition, the Coulomb force is calculated based
on a point charge approximation, even though the nodes have a
distributed surface charge. The motion of each node is propagated
in time using a variable step Runge-Kutta algorithm. A external
disturbance force is added as an inertial vector to Equation (9).

B. Rotational Equation of Motion
The attitude of each spacecraft node is also propagated by com-

puting the torque acting on the node from each tether:

BΓi =

N∑
j=1

[
M∑
k=1

(
Kij
Bpijk × [BI]iITijk

)]
, i 6= j (10)

Where pijk is the body fixed vector that defines the location of
the kth tether attachment point on node i that connects to node
j and [BI]i is the direction cosine matrix of the attitude of node
i relative to the inertial frame. The angular acceleration of each
node is defined in the body frame with Euler’s rotational equations
of motion:47

[I]ω̇i = −ωi × ([I]ωi) + Γi (11)

The attitude of each node is represented with the modified ro-
drigues parameters (MRP) which are integrated using the differ-
ential kinematic equation:

σ̇i =
1

4

[
(1− σ2

i )[I3x3] + 2[σ̃]i + 2σiσ
T
i

]
ωi (12)

The MRP set will go singular with a rotation of ±360◦. To ensure
a non-singular description, the MRP description is switched to the
shadow set whenever |σ| > 1.47
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